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cal applications [3–6]. In chemical physics, its application
ranges from the solution of eigen-problems [7–9] to theA filter-diagonalization scheme based on the Lanczos tridiagonali-

zation algorithm is proposed for the determination of highly excited calculation of generalized transition amplitudes [10] and
eigenstates in a prespecified energy range. Filtered states localized the construction of temporal propagators [11].
in the energy domain can be generated during the Lanczos iteration However, it is well known that the numerical behavior
by forward substitution which formally corresponds to a Green

of the Lanczos algorithm in finite precision arithmetic isfunction filter. Eigenstates in the energy range of interest are then
different from that in exact arithmetic. The global ortho-obtained by diagonalizing a small Hamiltonian matrix in a subspace

spanned by the filtered states. It is shown that the accuracy of this normality of the Lanczos states deteriorates with the in-
approach is affected neither by the loss of orthogonality among the creasing number of iterations due to roundoff errors. In
Lanczos states nor by the instability in the forward substitution. fact, the Lanczos states may even become linearly depen-
Since the filtered states are assembled while the Lanczos states

dent with large M. Consequently, the Lanczos iterationare generated, no storage of the Lanczos states is needed. The
does not terminate at N steps and spurious eigenvaluescomputational savings can be significant in calculating high energy
emerge even when M , N. The emergence of the spuriouseigenstates of large systems. The proposed scheme is shown nu-

merically to have comparable accuracy with the basic Lanczos eigenvalues is actually related to the convergence of some
method. Q 1997 Academic Press eigenvalues [12, 13]. A solution to this problem is some

form of forced global reorthogonalization, which can be
computationally demanding. An alternative procedure

I. INTRODUCTION
proposed by Cullum and Willoughby (CW) identifies the
spurious eigenvalues without the expensive reorthogonal-Since its introduction nearly a half century ago, the
ization [4, 14]. This is done by diagonalizing a submatrixLanczos algorithm [1] has been extensively used to solve
T9 which is derived by deleting the first row and first columneigneproblems in a wide range of applications, including
of the tridiagonal Lanczos matrix T. The common eigenval-in chemistry and physics. For a given N 3 N real symmetric
ues of the two matrices are identified as spurious and dis-(or Hermitian) matrix H, Lanczos showed that it can be
carded. The CW identification test is possible because ofreduced to a M 3 M symmetric tridiagonal matrix (T) via
the so-called Lanczos phenomenon, which essentiallyan iterative scheme. The iteratively generated orthonormal
states that in finite precision arithmetic all the eigenvaluesLanczos states (vida infra) can be shown to span the Mth
of H will eventually appear in T for a large enough M [14].Krylov subspace huf1l, Huf1l, H2uf1l, ..., HM21uf1lj in exact
The CW approach is efficient, accurate, and reliable. Itarithmetic, where uf1l is an arbitrary starting vector. So,
has been successfully applied to calculate a few or all thethe Lanczos iteration terminates with M # N and the
eigenvalues of matrices with ranks above 103.eigenproblem of H can thus be reduced to the less expen-

Because the Lanczos states are constructed in the Krylovsive diagonalization of T, In fact, some eigenvalues start
subspace, the Lanczos algorithm tends to converge first toto converge even when M ! N. A major advantage of the
extremal and/or widely-spaced eigenvalues. Hence, thisLanczos approach is that no modifications of H, such as
method is often used to extract eigenvalues near the edgesdirect diagonalization or factorization, are required in the
of a spectrum. There is, however, nothing preventing ititeration. The only major operation involved is a vector–
from being used to extract the entire spectrum, thanks tomatrix multiplication. Thus, it is particularly suited for
the Lanczos phenomenon. To improve the efficiency ofsolving eigenproblems of large and sparse matrices. Its

early history has been surveyed by Golub and O’Leary the Lanczos algorithm in the interior of the spectrum where
the separation of two adjacent eigenvalues may be small,[2] and several excellent books provide discussions of the

original algorithm and its variants, as well as their numeri- many researchers used spectral transformation [15–18].
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In this approach, the Lanczos states are generated by a method is considered global in energy. Although the for-
ward substitution is known to be numerically unstable [30],transformed matrix H9 5 f (H), which should be appropri-

ately chosen to ‘‘amplify’’ a certain range of the spectrum. we show that this deficiency is irrelevant if a final diagonal-
ization of a small Hamiltonian matrix is introduced. In theThis generally requires two nested loops; the inner loop

provides an accurate evaluation of the action of H9 while next section, we present a short review of the filter-based
methods, which serves as a prelude to the Lanczos-basedthe outer loop updates the Lanczos states. Compared with

the basic Lanczos iteration, evaluating the action of H9 at filtering. The forward substitution method based on the
Lanczos iteration is outlined in Section III. The numericaleach Lanczos step typically requires many more computa-

tional resources. However, when storage is of primary con- result for a one-dimensional Morse oscillator is presented
in Section IV and the conclusion is given in Section V.cern, this method may be more advantageous because of

the smaller number of Lanczos states. Roy and Carrington
[19] compared the efficiency of the basic Lanczos method II. FILTER-BASED METHODS IN
to that of a (Gaussian) spectral transform Lanczos ap- SOLVING EIGENPROBLEMS
proach and a guided Lanczos scheme in which the initial

If one is interested in finding the eigenvalues and eigen-state is prefiltered in the spectral range of interest. Interest-
states of a Hermitian operator, say H, he is confrontedingly, their numerical results favor the basic Lanczos
with the equationmethod without any spectral transform or prefiltering.

There is apparently some trade-offs for spectral transform,
HuEnl 5 EnuEnl, n 5 1, 2, ..., N. (1)which may depend on system and on implementation.

When only the eigenvalues of H are desired, the CW
For simplicity, we assume that H is a Hermitian Hamilto-version of the Lanczos algorithm is apparently the method
nian which has a discrete spectrum, although the discussionof choice. It requires minimal memory because the Lanczos
is applicable to other operators. The Hamiltonian is de-states are not stored, except the ones generated in the last
fined in some physical space as an abstract operator whichtwo steps. The diagonalization of a tridiagonal matrix is
can be represented on a specific basis as a matrix. If aconsidered trivial. If one is interested in eigenstates, how-
physical state can be represented as a state vector in theever, more computational resources are needed. In order
Hilbert space which has N variables, there exist, in general,to construct the approximate eigenstate (Ritz vector), the
N orthonormal eigenstates and the corresponding eigen-Lanczos states have to be regenerated after the conver-
values for the Hamiltonian. When N is large (.104), itgence of eigenvalues. Alternatively, one may elect to store
becomes impractical to solve the whole eigenproblem be-all the Lanczos states in the first iteration, which may re-
cause of constraints in computer speed and memory. Notequire unmanageably large memory if N 3 M is large. For
that the conventional variational approach typically scaleshighly excited states in large systems, both strategies can
as O(N 3) in arithmetic operations and O(N 2) in memory.be costly.
Thus, there is a need for theoretical methods designed toIn this paper, we propose an efficient method based on
solve the eigenproblem in a narrow energy range in thethe Lanczos method to calculate the eigenstates in a spec-
spectrum, [Elow, Eup], rather than the whole spectrum. Thistral range of interest. This method involves two steps: the
divide-and-conquer strategy has worked well in manyconstruction of filtered states via the Lanczos iteration and
problems because it typically requires many fewer compu-the subsequent diagonalization in a subspace spanned by
tational resources [17, 19, 20].the filtered states. Thus, the strategy is in a spirit similar to

Equation (1) can be formally considered as a specialthe filter-diagonalization method proposed by Neuhauser
case of the inhomogenous time-independent Schrödinger[20–22] and others [23–27]. In earlier versions of filter-
equation,diagonalization, however, the filtered states are calculated

via the evolution of the wave packet in the time domain
(H 2 EI)uCl 5 uFl, (2)or via the (Chebyshev) polynomial expansion, which is

basically the evolution of the Chebyshev order domain [28,
29]. The filtered states can also be obtained via matrix where I is the unit operator and state uFl can be chosen

arbitrarily, provided it has nonzero overlaps with the eigen-factorization [15] and via iterative methods [17]. The distin-
guishing feature of the method proposed here is that we states of interest. The formal solution to Eq. (2) is uCl 5

(H 2 EI)21uFl, where the operator (H 2 EI)21 is theuse the forward substitution in the Lanczos iteration to
accumulate the filtered states. There are two advantages Green, or resolvent operator. When the energy parameter

(E) of the Green operator is close to an eigenvalue, theassociated with this approach. First, the Lanczos states are
generated only once and they need not be stored. Second, corresponding eigenstate is effectively amplified relative

to others and picked up from the trial vector uFl.many filtered states in the energy range of interest can be
calculated with the same set of Lanczos states. Thus, this The above discussion underscores the importance of a
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generalized filter operator, F (HuE), whose corresponding ces can be efficiently and accurately obtained from the
correlation functions without calculating the filtered statesscalar function F (HuE) is usually chosen to be negligibly

small except for a small region near E. When the filter explicitly [44–46]. This so-called filter-diagonalization
scheme has been shown to be effective in many bound andoperator is applied to an arbitrary trial wave function uFl,

a filtered state is obtained, uw(E)l 5 F (HuE)uFl. It can be scattering problems [20–27, 44–46].
shown that the filtered state is mainly composed of the

A. Forward Substitution in the Lanczos Algorithmeigenstates near E. In other words, the eigenstates far away
are efficiently suppressed [27]. The Green operator (H 2 In the Lanczos algorithm [1] a series of orthonormal
EI)21 [31–34] and the Dirac delta operator d(H 2 EI) [35, Lanczos states ufml, m 5 1, 2, ..., M, are generated itera-
36] are two widely used filter operators. We have shown tively from an arbitrary initial vector uf1l,
recently that a finite-width filter, such as the Gaussian filter
e2(H2EI)2/2s2

, may have some advantages [27, 29]. Other bm11ufm11l 5 Hufml 2 amufml 2 bmufm21l, (5a)
examples include the relaxation operator (e2Ht), which has
been used to extract the lowest eigenstates [37–39]. where

One can expand the operator function F(HuE) by using
a complete set of basis functions (the normalization of H am 5 kfmuHufml, (5b)
is assumed),

bm11 5 iHufml 2 amufml 2 bmufm21li, with b1 5 0. (5c)

F(HuE) P O
k

ak(E)Tk(H), (3)
The Hamiltonian is thus iteratively transformed to a tridi-
agonal matrix on the Lanczos basis:

where Tk(H) can be orthogonal polynomials, typically the
Chebyshev polynomials, and ak(E), the expansion coeffi-
cients. The filtered state is a coherent sum of the Chebyshev
states uckl 5 Tk(H)uFl, TM 5 3

a1 b2 ? ? ? 0

b2 a2 ? ? ? 0

??? ???
? ? ? ???

0 0 ? ? ? aM

45 tridM[b, a, b]. (6)

uw(E)l 5 O
k

ak(E)Tk(H)uFl 5 O
k

ak(E)uckl, (4)

Here M is the total number of the Lanczos states, i.e., thewhere the Chebyshev states can be obtained using a recur-
dimension of the Lanczos tridiagonal matrix. The Lanczosrence relationship. The elementary operation in this ap-
states are in fact the orthogonalized Krylov states huf1l,proach involves the evaluation of the action of the Hamilto-
Huf1l, H2uf1l, ..., HM21uf1lj via the Gram–Schmidt proce-nian operator on a vector. In grid-based methods, one does
dure. In exact arithmetic, the Lanczos iteration terminatesnot even need to store the full H matrix because of efficient
when M # N because of the inherent orthogonality of thetransformation methods such as the discrete variable repre-
Lanczos basis and all the eigenvalues of H can be foundsentation (DVR) and/or the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
in T. In finite precision arithmetic, however, the global[40, 41]. Because of the uniformity and stability [42], the
orthogonality of the Lanczos states cannot generally beChebyshev polynomials have been widely used for approx-
maintained. As a result, the Lanczos iteration can be per-imating operator functions [27, 31, 33–36, 43]. Since the
formed for M @ N and there is no guarantee that all theChebyshev polynomials (hTk(H), k 5 0, 1, 2, ...j) are global
eigenvalues will appear when M 5 N.in energy (i.e., independent of E), only one set of Chebys-

It has been shown [4] that for sufficiently large M, thehev states Tk(H)uFl is needed for all the energy parameters.
eigenvalues of H will appear in TM , even when no forcedIt has been noted that the number of Chebyshev terms
reorthogonalization is implemented (Lanczos phenome-in the expansion is inversely proportional to the spectrum
non). Spurious eigenvalues emerged along the way can beresolution and the convergence is considered to be slow.
identified by the CW procedure and removed. Practically,In addition, the truncation of the polynomial expansion
the diagonalization of TM yields approximate eigenvaluescan introduce further errors due to the Gibbs phenomenon
for H,[20, 28, 29, 36]. To circumvent the slow convergence, it

was proposed that variational methods can be used to
A21TMA 5 E, (7)resolve the spectrum in a subspace spanned by the filtered

states [20]. Since the number of filtered states is usually
small (p102), a direct diagonalization of a local Hamilto- where E is a diagonal matrix containing all the eigenvalues

of the Lanczos matrix TM and A ; [A1 , A2 , ..., AM] ; [Anm]nian matrix can be done with relative ease. Very recently,
it has been shown that the Hamiltonian and overlap matri- is a transformation matrix with its orthonormal columns
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representing the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix TM . where ãm 5 am 2 E and b1 5 0. Note that at the mth
step in the Lanczos iteration and a given energy E, theAn approximate eigenstate of the Hamiltonian is thus ex-

pressed as a linear superposition of the Lanczos states: coefficients (bm , ãm , and bm11) are known. The above
equation typically has only three unknowns: Am21 , Am ,
and Am11 . For the first equation (m 5 1), there are only

uE9nl 5 OM
m51

Anmufml. (8) two variables because b1 5 0. Hence, the solution to the
inhomogeneous equation (Eq. (12)) can in principle be
found iteratively within an arbitrary constant factor,

For a given eigenvalue E9n , Eq. (7) can be written as

Am11 5 (Bm 2 bmAm21 2 ãmAm)/bm11
(13a)(TM 2 E9nI)An 5 0, (9)

5 B9
m 2 b9mAm21 2 a9mAm ,

where the corresponding eigenvector is the nth column of
wherethe transformation matrix: An 5 [An1 , An2 , ? ? ? , AnM]T.

The matrix elements, Anm , are usually obtained only after
B9m 5 Bm/bm11 , b9m 5 bm/bm11 , a9m 5 ãm/bm11 . (13b)the diagonalization process which yields the corresponding

eigenvalue E9n . This, in turn, becomes available after the
M Lanczos states and Lanczos tridiagonal matrix are calcu- Note that the coefficient Am is energy dependent. The first
lated. Thus, one has to either store the Lanczos states, or coefficient A1 is related to the normalization of the filtered
regenerate these states after the eigenvalues are deter- states, so it can be chosen arbitrarily. A similar iterative
mined. In the above iteration, M should be large enough relation has been suggested for calculating eigenstates, but
to converge the eigenvalue E9n which may or may not be not the filtered states [47, 48].
at the edges of the spectrum. Since we assume no prior knowledge of the spectrum,

One could argue that if Anm are known during the L points can be chosen at El , l 5 1, 2, ..., L, in the energy
Lanczos iteration, Eq. (8) can then be used to update range of interest [Elow , Eup] to construct the filtered states.
an eigenstate. In fact, these coefficients can be obtained The distribution of El can be rather arbitrary, although
iteratively due to the fact that TM is tridiagonal. To illus- typically a uniform grid is used. The number of filtered
trate the forward substitution procedure, we rewrite the states (L) has to be larger than the number of eigenstates
eigenequation (Eq. (9)) in the inhomogeneous form, in the range of interest. A filtered state at El can thus be

expressed as
(TM 2 EI)A 5 B, (10)

uw(El)l 5 OM
m51

Am(El)ufml. (14)
where E is the energy parameter and B is the inhomogene-
ity which is in principle arbitrary. The subscript n is
dropped because the solution of Eq. (10) is not necessarily Since the expansion coefficients and the Lanczos states are
an eigenstate of TM . Formally, the vector A can be writ- generated iteratively, the filtered states can be assembled
ten as along with the iteration. The Lanczos-based forward sub-

stitution proceeds as follows:

(1) Choose an arbitrary initial vector uf1l 5 uFl; letA 5
1

TM 2 EI
B. (11)

uw(1)(El)l be zero and Al(El) 5 1.

(2) Generate the next Lanczos state ufml, m 5 2, 3, ...,
When the energy parameter E is sufficiently close to an and the corresponding Lanczos matrix elements am and
eigenvalue E9n , the vector A converges to An . In other bm11 according to Eq. (5).
words, A can be regarded as a filtered vector generated

(3) Calculate the overlap between the initial vector andby a Green function filter defined by a tridiagonal Hamilto-
the Lanczos state, Bm 5 kFufml, and the coefficients Am(El)nian matrix. The filtered state at this energy can be subse-
using Eq. (13).quently formed with A and the Lanczos states, according

(4) Update the filtered states: uw(m)(El)l ⇐ uw(m21)(El)l 1to Eq. (8). The above equation can be expressed explicitly
Am(El)ufml, l 5 1, 2, ..., L.in terms of the Lanczos matrix elements,

(5) Exit if m equals to M; otherwise go to (2).
bmAm21 1 ãmAm 1 bm11Am11 5 Bm , m 5 1, 2, ..., M,

The filtered states are finally normalized after the itera-
tion. It is not difficult to see that the computational demand(12)
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in the aforementioned scheme is much smaller than in the however, this procedure, coupled with diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian matrix spanned by the filtered states, canbasic Lanczos method, in which all the Lanczos states have

to be stored or regenerated. The number of filtered states yield accurate eigenvalues and eigenstates.
From Paige’s analysis [4, 12], loss of the orthogonalityis typically much smaller than the total Lanczos steps for

highly excited eigenstates. of the Lanczos states is closely related to the convergence
of some eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenstates,We point out that the filtering based on the Lanczos

iteration is similar in spirit to that based on the Chebyshev typically at the edges of the spectrum. Copies of converged
eigenvalues emerge in further Lanczos propagation. As apolynomial expansion. To this end, note that the filtered

states in both schemes, Eqs. (4) and (14), are expressed result, later Lanczos states become contaminated by these
converged eigenstates. Formally, one can view the Lanczosas linear combinations of iteratively generated bases.

While the coefficients can be calculated a priori in the states in finite precision arithmetic as the exact Lanczos
states plus some combination of the converged states. InChebyshev expansion, those for the Lanczos filter have to

be obtained iteratively. In the Chebyshev approach, we forward substitution, this implies that the filtered states
can be contaminated by converged eigenstates as well. Inhave shown that the basis (Chebyshev states) is essentially

the evolution state in the order domain of the Chebyshev other words, the filtered states obtained in finite precision
arithmetic may not be completely localized in the energypropagator (Tk 5 cos(k arccos(H))) [28]. A parallel can

thus be drawn between the evolution of a wave packet in domain. Consequently, it is generally not possible to obtain
the eigenstates directly from filtering via forward substitu-the Chebyshev order domain and that in the time domain.

A filtered state in Eq. (4) can be regarded as a convoluted tion. To this end, the filtering via forward substitution
based on the Lanczos iteration is inferior to other stableFourier transform of the order-dependent wave packet.

Similar statements can also be made here for the filtering filtering methods, such as the ones based on the Cheby-
shev expansion.based on the Lanczos iteration. Although an analytical

expression for the Lanczos ‘‘propagator’’ cannot be identi- Although the loss of orthogonality of the Lanczos states
is certainly a numerically unpleasant feature, its effects onfied, the Krylov sequence can certainly be viewed as an

equivalent of the Chebyshev states. In other words, a for- the final results can often be managed effectively. This
point has been demonstrated by earlier work on eigenpro-mal linear transformation must exist between the two be-

cause these states are generated by some polynomials of blems [4] and on other properties [10]. In this work, we
show that this difficulty of the Lanczos algorithm can beH up to the mth order. Of course, the Lanczos iteration

does not possess the same level of stability as the Cheby- greatly alleviated or even eliminated if filter-diagonaliza-
tion is employed. This can be understood by examiningshev recursion and errors can cause significant contamina-

tion in the filtered states. This point is addressed below. the subspace spanned by the filtered states. When an eigen-
state uE9i l is converged at certain Lanczos step m, the
Lanczos states generated afterward may be contaminated

B. Stability of Forward Substitution and
by this state. A contaminated Lanczos state for m9 . m

Filter-Diagonalization
can be written as a sum of the converged eigenstates and
the corresponding exact Lanczos state, which can only beThe forward substitution described above is easy to un-

derstand and to implement. Theoretically, the superdiago- obtained with exact arithmetic:
nal element of the Lanczos matrix, bm11 , will inevitably
become zero when the Lanczos states completely span the uffinite

m9 l 5 ufexact
m9 l 1 O

i
cim9uE9i l. (15)

Krylov subspace of interest. Since the forward substitution
(Eq. (13)) requires bm11 in the denominator, the iteration
eventually breaks down in exact arithmetic. In practical The deviation of the finite precision Lanczos states from

the exact ones causes the filtered states to be inaccurate:applications, however, the Lanczos states do not remain
orthonormal due to the numerical instability of the finite
precision Lanczos algorithm. Because of the linear depen- uw(El)finitel 5 uw(El)exactl 1 O

i
dim9uE9i l. (16)

dence of these states, the overlap, bm11 , never becomes
exactly zero. In fact, it may not even be very small. Al-
though this is usually considered as a disadvantage of the Thus, the subspace spanned by huw(El)finitelj is composed of

that spanned by huw(El)exactlj and the converged eigenstatesLanczos algorithm, it is this feature that makes the forward
substitution possible for large M. However, construction huE9i lj. It is important to realize that this subspace is com-

plete, or invariant, under the system Hamiltonian, pro-of eigenvectors with forward substitution is known to be
unstable [30]. The lack of stability in the procedure, despite vided a sufficiently large number of filtered states are in-

cluded. In other words, any vector in this subspace can beits simplicity in exact arithmetic, is probably the reason
that it has not seen many applications. As we show below, mapped by H to a linear combination of vectors spanning
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the subspace. Consequently, the eigenvalues and eigen-
states within the specified energy region [Elow , Eup] can be
accurately determined variationally, i.e., by diagonaliza-
tion of a small Hamiltonian matrix. The contamination,
even when severe, has little influence on the accuracy of
the final results.

III. NUMERICAL TEST

To illustrate the method, we solve the eigenproblem for
a one-dimensional Morse oscillator. Testing of this method
in larger systems will be published elsewhere. The potential
of the oscillator with a reduced mass of 1.0 au is

V 5 1000(e20.3x 2 2e20.15x), (17)

FIG. 1. Spectra of the filtered state at El 5 2105.3333 au obtainedwhere the parameters are adopted from an earlier work
from two initial wave packets (solid line F1 and dashed lines for F2).by Neuhauser [20]. This Morse potential accomendates
500 Lanczos steps are used.

298 bound states. The Hamiltonian is discretized in a uni-
form grid of 512 points and the action of the kinetic energy
operator is evaluated via 1D FFT. The initial wave packet
is chosen as The spectrum is dominated by eigenstates near El . This

result shows that it is possible to construct filtered states
via forward substitution. It is also interesting to notice that

F(x) 5
1

1 1 e2s(x2x1) 2
1

1 1 e2s(x2x2) . (18)
drastically different initial states resulted in little difference
in the outcome of the filtering.

One would naively expect that the quality of the filteredRoughly speaking, the initial wave packet is nearly con-
stant in [x1 , x2] and decreases to zero outside this range, states should increase with the number of Lanczos steps

M. This is certainly the case in filtering based on stablewith the variation width characterized by s. Two sets of
parameters are chosen. The first set (F1) with the parame- Chebyshev recursion [27]. However, we should also bear

in mind that the instability inherent in the forward substitu-ters x1 5 13, x2 5 20, s 5 2 has very small overlaps with
the lowest states, but considerable overlaps with the states tion introduces contamination in the filtered states. Our

primary concern here is whether the instability in the for-higher than 2300 au. The second set (F2) is much broader
(x1 5 213, x2 5 120, s 5 2) and it overlaps with all the ward substitution will destroy its attractive characteristics.

To illustrate the competition between the two factors, webound states.
We are interested in the eigenstates in the energy range give in Fig. 2 the spectra of the same filtered state obtained

by using M 5 500, 750, and 1000 Lanczos states from the[Elow , Eup] in which L filters are evenly distributed: El 5
Elow 1 (l 2 0.5) · DE, l 5 1, 2, ..., L, with DE 5 (Eup 2 second initial wave packet. The spectra are normalized at

El 5 2105.3333 au and the details near this energy areElow)/L. The filtered states are constructed by forward
substitution as described above. In order to determine the given in the upper panel. From the figure, we observe

that the quality of the filtered state does improve withquality of the filtered states, we first analyze its spectral
composition under various conditions. Following our ear- increasing M. For M 5 500, the filtered state is mainly

composed of three eigenstates corresponding to eigenener-lier work [28], we propagate a filtered state in the Cheby-
shev order domain with 8192 Chebyshev terms. The auto- gies close to El . For M 5 750, the peaks near 107 au and

103 au are suppressed, compared to the peak near 105 au.correlation function in the order domain is then Fourier
(cosine) transformed to the angle domain for the energy For M 5 1000, the filtered state is mainly composed of the

eigenstate corresponding to the eigenvalue nearest to El .spectrum. For details of this method, the readers are re-
ferred to the original publication [28]. In the lower panel in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the

background for the filtered state obtained with M 5 1000We concentrate on the filtered state at El 5 2105.3333
au. In Fig. 1, we display a semi-log plot of the spectra of is significantly higher than that from M 5 750, due to the

instability in the forward substitution. For the problemthe filtered state constructed from two different initial wave
functions. Five hundred Lanczos states are used to con- examined here, this instability is not severe even for M as

large as 2N. However, whether the instability will affectstruct the filtered state. It is obvious that even for such a
not-so-large M, the effect of the filter operator is obvious: the accuracy of the filtered states in large systems requires
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eigenvalues of the Lanczos matrix in the range [2130 au,
290 au] have not yet converged to the true eigenvalues,
as shown in Table I. Nevertheless, it can be readily seen
from the table that the agreement between the eigenvalues
obtained from the FSFD and the basic Lanczos scheme
is extremely good, despite of poor agreement with exact
values. This indicates that the unstable forward subsitution,
when followed by filter-diagonalization, does not introduce
additional errors, except for those inherited from the basic
Lanczos algorithm.

At lower energies, the eigenvalues are well converged
for 1000 Lanczos iterations. Table II displays the eigenval-
ues obtained from both the FSFD and basic Lanczos calcu-
lations in the energy range [2170 au, 2130 au]. Similar to
the results presented at higher energies, the agreement
between the FSFD and basic Lanczos is excellent. Their
agreement with the exact results is also extremely good.
The convergence of the corresponding eigenstates should
be good, since for variational calculations the error in the
eigenvalue is proportional to the square of the error in
the eigenstate.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have introduced a filter-diagonalization scheme
based on the forward substitution in the Lanczos iteration.
This method has conceptual and practical significance.
First, when the Lanczos states are generated in the Lanczos
algorithm, the filtered states can be constructed on-the-fly
via forward substitution. The filter is the Green function

FIG. 2. Spectra of the filtered state at El 5 2105.3333 au obtained
TABLE Iwith three different numbers of Lanczos iterations. The upper panel gives

detailed spectral features near El . The second set of parameters for the Comparison of the Eigenvalues in [2130 au, 290 au]
initial wave packet is used. Obtained from the FSFD and Basic Lanczos Algorithms

n E9n (FSFD) E9n (basic Lanczos) En (exact)

further investigations.This indicates that theLanczos-based 7 2127.9351930846054 2127.9351930846055 2127.9417594263708
8 2125.5460511609613 2125.5460511609614 2125.5535554938715forward substitution may not be applied for a very large M.
9 2123.1525484616846 2123.1525484616845 2123.1878515613721Once the filtered states are constructed, one has to re-

10 2120.8096613259043 2120.8096613259043 2120.8446476288728move their linear dependence. This can be carried out
11 2118.3846363721996 2118.3846363721996 2118.5239436963734
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M 5 1000 iterations for both basic and FSFD Lanczos
290.4022925738816

methods and 30 filtered states. Under such conditions, the
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